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Hansen Wholesale is pioneer and first to bring fireplace dÃ©cor, lighting, barbeques, and ceiling fan
on online and it is we who are in this business from last fifteen years successfully. We offer our
products not only to our wholesale clientsâ€™ but also provide it to retail consumersâ€™. We also invite new
ideas if you have any for ceiling fans. There is online guide that help you to go through the quality
guidelines that a fan must be having. It also helps you to compare our brands with other competitorsâ€™
fans.  

We greatly emphasize on developing expert staff dealing with  ceiling fan, dÃ©cor, and lighting
devices that put on offer for sale online. We are having wide range of fans that are available in
varying designs, shapes, style, and color. A fan hanging on your ceiling not only increases beauty of
your home and apartment but it also gives significant contribution to energy saving as our fans are
extremely energy efficient. With us, you can explore and choose fan of your choice and design that
best suits to your apartment and home space.

We also deal with beautiful lighting devices that are surely going to enhance splendor in your home.
There is outdoor lighting, pendant lights, potracks, wall scones, Tiffany, Monorails, and others that
you can explore and choose among them. You can also go through brands to choose equipments
with us as of Ambience, Designers Fountain, Kichler lighting, Maxim lighting, and others.           

There are 	 that include fans with one globe light, with one bowl light, and with three, four, and five
lights. With going online with us, you explore its efficiency and other features and on basis of that
you can easily decide the fan that you are going to purchase. We also provide recommendation for
best suitable fan to your room as per room size. Our ceiling fans are more energy efficient and it
saves generally 20% energy more than fans of other competitors. Fans from Emerson and
Fanimation offer you more energy efficient fans.    

 Hunter ceiling fans are available in varying designs, models, and shapes at really affordable prices.
You can explore the whole list of Hunter fans available with us to choose appropriate model with its
design and shape and these fans are having equipped with remote control functionality and you are
advised to control functionality of your each fan with particular remote only. Brushed nickel fans
provided under this brand are used for indoor purposes and bronze made fans are used to hang on
ceiling in covered outdoor locations.   

We offer free shipping throughout United States through FedEx and UPS. Better customer service is
our USP that help our valued customersâ€™ to receive quick service experience. We also deal with
vented and vent-less gas logs. The gas logs vent free provide you more heat ad it is better option
than burning wood as it is easy to get ignited. 
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We offer you an extreme level of customization you want to have with a  ceiling fans,lighting
devices, and barbeques. You can place order with us online or through phone also.
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